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Abstract. Microskuctues of a modified FZI piezwlectric ceramic Pb(Mg1,3Nb2p)~(Mnlp 
Nbl,3)BZrCTi.& with A = 0.059, B = 0.066, C = 0.459 and D = 0.416 were investigated 
using transmission elecmn microscopy. Labyrinthic domain configuradons were observed. In 
situ observations during heating were canied out in an electron microscope. The effect of 
elecuon beam irmdiation on the ferroelectric-to-palectric phase transition was studied. An 
essentidly one-dimensional array of microdomains and a vein configuration of microdomains 
were observed in the modified m piewelehc  ceramic specimen. 

1. Introduction 

A modified PZT piezoelectric ceramic Pb(Mgl/3Nb2/3)n(Mnl/3Nb2/3)BZrCTiD03 ( A  = 
0.059, B = 0.066, C = 0.459 and D = 0.416), developed recently at Hubei University, 
exhibits both stable temperature characteristics and excellent piezoelectric performance and 
thus is very suitable for fabricating piezoelectric ceramic transformers [I]. By varying the 
composition of the material, it is found that the transition position at which the slope of 
the curve of maximum variation in resonance frequency & versus temperature T changes 
from positive to negative depends not only on the Zr-to-Ti ratio but also on the values 
of A and B.  These ceramics were referred to as PMu"I quaternary system ceramics in 
[l]. The maximum output power of the transformer made with one piece of this modified 
PzT piezoelectric ceramic with dimensions 100 mm x 25 mm x 3.6 mm may reach 65 W, 
which is much larger than the values that piezoelectric ceramic transformers made of other 
materials, e.g. the ternary ceramics PCM and PSM, can give. This stimulated our interest in 
studying the microstructure of this material. 

The ferroelectric domains in the perovskite-type oxides BaTi03, PbTiO, and K N b 4  
have been studied by Tanaka and co-workers [2,3]. The 90" domain configurations were 
described as two types: the plate-like a-a domains and the wedgelike a-c domains [2,3]. 
The 90" domains lose their contrast when the diffraction vector g is perpendicular to the 
domain boundaries in the case of a-u domains, while they lose their contrast when g is 
parallel to the domain boundaries in the case of n-c domains. If only the crystallographic 
lattice is taken into account, the 90" domains are simply twins. The diffraction contrast 
of 180" domains was observed in bright-field images as well as in dark-field images. 
The origin of the contrast between 180" domains has been interpreted by Gevers et al 
[4], Tanaka and Honjo [2] and Tanaka [5 ] .  At a temperature just below the paraelectric- 
to-ferroelectric phase transition point, microdomains were observed in BaTi03 [6,7] and 
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KNb03 [71. The microdomains often appear as dots of contrast and wavy stripes with ill 
defined orientation and connectivity. The periodicity of approximately equal areas of light 
and dark contrast is about several hundred bgstroms depending on the thickness of the TEM 
specimen. It has been proposed that the microdomains may be related to an intermediate 
structure between the paraelectric and ferroelectric phases [6,7]. The TEM observations 
of microstructures at the morphotropic phase boundary of the PbTiO3-PbZrOs system 
showed that tbe domain structures of tetragonal and rhombohedral phases were similar 
and had plate-like configurations [8,9]. TEM observations of tin-modified PZr  ceramic also 
showed plate-like domain configurations [lo]. The hot-pressed ceramic Pb(Zro.ssFeo.~oNbo.zo 
T ~ o . o ~ ) o . ~ ~ ~ U O . ~ ~ O ~  with rhombohedral symmetry below the transition temperature has been 
reported to have fine lamellar domains and zigzag domain boundaries [ 1 I]. Superlattice 
reflections have been found in the diffraction patterns of lead-based perovskites including 
PMN [12-141, PIN [141, PST I141. PLzT 1141, Pb(Zro.~aFeo.d%.~ Ti0.02)0.995~0.m503 [ I  1, 141 
and 9S/5 PZT [15]. 

The domain configurations depend on extrinsic factors as well as intrinsic factors such as 
the jump in depolarizing field and the jump in spontaneous strain [16]. Since the modified 
E T  piezoelectric ceramic possesses some different properties from PZT, BaTiO3, etc, it 
is worth studying the domain structures of the material. In the present paper, we shall 
report our electron microscopy observations of the domain structures of the modified PZT 
piezoelectric ceramic, which shows some characteristics different from those reported so 
far, and the effects of electron beam irradiation on the domain structures. 

2. Experimental details 

Thin plates were cut from the modified E T  piezoelectric ceramic provided kindly by 
Professor A X Kuang in the Department of Physics, Hubei University. The chemical 
composition is 

Pb(Mg,@zp)n ( M ~ I / ~ N ~ Z / ~ ) B & T ~ D O ~  

with A = 0.059, B = 0.066, C = 0.459 and D = 0.416. Thin foils for EM observation 
were thinned first by mechanical grinding and then by Ar ion milling. When the specimen 
was directly exposed to elecwon beam irradiation, considerable radiolysis took place. The 
originally large grains with an average diameter of 1.5 p m  became amorphous or very fine 
grains with a diameter of about 0.03 p m  on average. For studying the domain structures, 
the specimens were coated with carbon films. The EM experiments were carried out on 
JEOL E M  lOOCX(II) and Philips CM12 transmission electron microscopes operated at an 
accelerating voltage of 120 kV. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Domain configurations 

X-ray diffraction structure analysis at room temperature shows that the modified PZT 
piezoelectric ceramic studied in the present work is a tetragonal phase with a = 0.4051 nm 
and c = 0.4135 nm. 

Figure l (a)  shows a labyrinthic domain configuration with the [OOI], (where the 
subscript p indicates pseudo-cubic) direction of the crystal parallel to the incident electron 
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beam. The domain boundaries are approximately parallel to [IOO], or [OIO],. Figure I(b), 
the diffraction pattern taken from the set of parallel stripes in the rectangle in figure I@), 
shows that diffraction spots are elongated in a direction, say [1M)Ip, as indicated by mows, 
while they are round in the direction perpendicular to that direction, say [OlO],. This means 
that the crystallographic plane spacings of the two sets of domains are different in the 
direction of [IOO],, i.e. the so-called a domains have their c axis parallel to [lOO],, and the 
so-called c domains have their a o r b  axis parallel to [lOOlp. This feature of the diffraction 
pattern implies that the domain boundaries are a-c 90" domain walls. 

Figure 1. (a)  Labyrinthic domain configuration laken with the electron beam parallel to the 
[Wl], axis: (b)  diffmlion pattem taken from the area in the rectangle in (a) .  The split diffraction 
spots are indicated with mows. 
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Figure 2. (a j ( c )  Bright-field images taken under ((I) the hhOp systematic reflection condition. 
(b)  the hOO, systematic reflection condition and ( e )  the OkO, systematic reflection condition. 
( d )  The schematic labyrinthic domain Configuration. 

Diffraction contrast experiments confirm this conclusion. Figure 2(a), which was taken 
with the hhO, systematic reflection condition, shows the two perpendicular sets of stripes 
parallel to [1001, and [OIOlp directions, respectively. The stripes along the [lOO], direction 
lose their contrast at the hOOp systematic reflection setting, as shown in figure 2(b), and the 
stripes along the [O1O]p direction lose their contrast in the OkO, systematic row diffraction 
condition, as shown in figure 2(c). Two points can be drawn from these observations. First, 
the contrast shown in the labyrinthic domain configuration is due to the diffraction contrast 
effect. Second, according to the diffraction contrast theory, the displacement vectors are 
perpendicular to [OlO]; for the set of domains appearing in figure 2(b), and to [l00]; 
for domains in contrast in figure 2(c). The schematic diagram of the labyrinthic domain 
configuration may be drawn as figure 2(d) .  This labyrinthic domain configuration has not 
been reported in the literature for other materials so far to the knowledge of the present 
authors. 

3.2. Irradiation effect 

The domain structure of the modified PZT piezoelectric ceramic is very sensitive to the 
electron beam irradiation, although the TEM specimen is carbon film coated. Figure 3(a) 
was taken by using spot size ‘5’ in the CM12 microscope and an exposure time of 50 s 
chosen by the automatic exposure controller. Figure 3(b) was taken with spot size ‘2’ and 
an exposure time of 5 s. It is seen that the contrast of the domain walls disappeared under 
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the illumination of the stronger electron beam. The experiments also showed that the lost 
domain contrast reappeared only a few seconds later after the electron beam intensity was 
reduced. 

Figure 3. ( 0 )  Bright-field image raken with spot size '5' and an exposure time of 50 s chosen 
by the automatic exposure time controller. (b)  Bright-field image taken with spot sire '2' and 
an exposure time of 5 s chosen by the automatic expasure timer. 

To explain the phenomenon under electron beam irradiation, the first point considered is 
the electron-beam-heating effect. As discussed by Steeds 1171, a temperature rise of 50°C 
can be detected for metals and alloys; however, a temperature rise of more than 300°C 
could be produced in the illuminated area of LiTaO3 for large beam currents because of the 
poor thermal conductivity of the material. The thermal conductivity of amorphous carbon 
solid is 0.0150 W cm-' K-' at 273.2 K and 0.0182 W cm-' K-' at 373.2 K [18]. Because 
both the ceramic and the coated amorphous carbon film are poor thermal conductors, the 
temperature of the area illuminated with a strong electron beam may well rise to near the 
phase transition point. 

Also, microdomains were observed in the specimen of the modified PZT piezoelectric 
ceramic, as shown in figure 4. The aligned microdomains lying on (110), with periodicity 
varying from 10 to 30 nm can be seen in regions A and B, while tweed microdomain 
smctures are seen in region C. The microdomain alignment can be induced by a build-up 
of charge on the specimen in the electron beam of the microscope 1191. The microdomains 
are usually observed at a temperature several degrees Celsius lower than the phase transition 
point in the cases of BaTiO3 [6,7] and W O 3  [7]. The observation of microdomains 
indicates that a temperature rise and a build-up of charge have taken place. 

In order to obtain full understanding of the effect of electron beam irradiation on the 
domain structures, in situ observations during heating were carried ont with a heating 
specimen stage in the EM-lOOCX(I1). As the temperature increased to about 320°C 
the domain contrast quickly disappeared, as shown in figures 5(u) and 5(b).  When the 
temperature decreased, the domain contrast appeared again, as shown in figure 5(c). 

From our experience in studying the phase transformation of metals, the temperature 
value measured with the thermocouple of the heating stage is within an error range of f10 "C 
from the actual temperature in the specimen area under observation in the case of metallic 
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Figure 4. Micmdamains seen in the sample suffered several strong- and weakelectron-beam- 
illumination cycling processes. The quas-or-dimnsional array of microdomains lying on the 
(IlO), plane can be seen in regions A and B. The tweed configuration of microdomains is seen 
in region C. The corresponding diffraction panem is shown in the inset. 

samples and of the temperature range around 303 "C. However, the deviation of the measured 
temperature from the actual temperature depends on the heat conductivity of the specimen 
material, the rate of electron energy dissipation and the heat radiation conditions. Also the 
phase transition temperature of the sample may vary with the thickness of the specimen 
area under observation. It is, therefore, difficult to conclude the actual temperature from 
such measurements [ Z O ] .  The ferroelectric-to-paraelectric phase transition temperature Tc 
measured in terms of the dependence of dielectric constant on temperature is about 346°C. 
The Curie temperature of a thin-foil TEM specimen of the ceramic may be different from 
that of the bulk material [21]. The TEM specimen was coated with a carbon film which 
usually prevented the build-up of charge. Hence, the loss of domain contrast under high- 
intensity electron beam illumination may be mainly because the heating effect caused by 
inelastic scattering of the incident electrons within the specimen makes the ferroelectric-to- 
paraelectric phase transition possible in the case without an external heating source. 

An attempt to observe the superlattice reflections in electron diffraction patterns has 
been made using a liquid-nitrogen-cooled stage and a long exposure time. However, 
no superlattice reflections were observed in the diffraction patterns for the modified pzT 
piezoelectric ceramic (see figure l(b)). An x-ray diffraction experiment carried out on 
the ceramic showed that the superlattice reflection ($. $, 0) occurred as a weak peak at 
28 = 47.6" (Cu Ka). These observations imply that the superstructure in the modified pzT 
piezoelectric ceramic is very unstable under electron beam irradiation compared with those 
in the ferroelectric relaxor materials. 

4. Summary 

The microstructure of the modified PZT piezoelectric ceramic has been studied with 
transmission electron microscopy. 
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Figure 5. In situ observation during heating: (a )  
at rcam temperature, domains are clearly seen in the 
picture; (6) at 320% no domain contrast can be seen: 
(c )  the domains reappear when the sample is cooled. 

(1) A labyrinthic domain structure with domains of U+ 90" type was observed for the 

(2) Both a quasi-one-dimensional array of microdomains and a vein microdomain 

(3) The high-intensity electron beam illumination may induce the ferroelectric-to- 

first time. 

structure configuration were observed in the modified pzT piezoelectric ceramic. 

paraelectric phase transition due to the electron-beam-heating effect. 
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